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TOP COAT

MESG's Topcoat is a highly durable
water-based formula designed to be
a high-strength finish over Epoxy,
concrete, and natural stones.

It's 100% UV stable, will not amber,
and protects surfaces from harmful
UV rays, scratches, and wear. They
are effortless to apply and can be re-
coated within 1 hour in specific
applications.

Our Top Coat also includes an
optional Matte & Anti-slip Additive.
You can add them into the mix for
even more extreme environments
where added scratch, traction, and
damage control is desired.

 

PRODUCT INTRODUCTION / SPECIFICATIONS

UV Stable
Zero VOCs
Highly Impact and Abrasion

Highly Stain and Heat Resistant
Clear Non-yellowing
Excellent Adhesion
Can be applied to old existing

     Resistant

     surfaces to rejuvenate and
     protect



APPLICATION

Any Epoxy Surfaces
Concrete
Stones 
Wood
Painted Surfaces
Canvas

WHAT SURFACES CAN BE
APPLIED?

Below are a few examples:

RECOMMENDED COVERAGE RATES

62.5 grams – 156.25 grams / m2

NOTE:

Coverage will vary depending on
the porosity of the substrate it is
being applied to. 



SUPPLIES YOU NEED

Note: Some projects or applications may require more supplies or tools.

1.6 KG/SET

Small mixing container / pail
Stir stick or Whisk
Roller Tray
4” Non-Shed Paint Roller and
handle 
Paint Brush
Plastic Hand Gloves 
Hair Net (If Required)
Shoe Cover (If Required)
Digital Weighing Scale

4 KG/SET

Medium mixing container / pail
Stir stick or Whisk
Powered / Cordless Drill Machine (If
Required)
Paddle Mixer (If Required)
Roller Tray
4”-18” Non Shed Paint Roller and handle 
Paint Brush
Extendable Painting Pole (If Required)
Plastic Hand Gloves
Hair Net (If Required)
Shoe Cover (If Required)
Digital Weighing Scale

If mixing for smaller amounts, you will need a Digital Weighing Scale to measure the
product correctly at 3A to 1B ratio.

 
 
 



HOW TO MIX
WHEN MIXING 

Shake well before use. Pour your
Part A into a clean pail and let it
drain out. After 1 minute, tilt the
jug back and allow the Topcoat
trapped in the handle to move
and continue draining the
topcoat until it starts to drip.

If your project involves our Matte,
Anti-slip agents or both, this is
the time to add it into Part A.

Add Part B (hardener) into the
container/pail of Part A. Mix for 2
min scraping the sides and
bottom with the stir stick/whisk
while mixing. If using a paddle
mixer and drill, keep the mixing
paddle submerged in the Topcoat
at low RPM.

EASY MIXING TIP : 

MESG’s Topcoat is a 3:1 mixing ratio.
Whatever the amount of Part A you
use, you will need to divide that
amount by 3 to get the amount of
Part B needed. That’s what we mean
by a 3:1 mixing ratio.

NOTE:

This product is designed to go on
thin, it goes on milky white but will
dry clear and can be left in a bucket
or roller tray while applying. It will not
heat up in the bucket like epoxy.



KEYS TO A 
SUCCESSFUL
PROJECT

Acclimate the Topcoat between 21
degrees Celsius / 70 degrees
Fahrenheit and 25 degrees Celsius
/ 77 degrees Fahrenheit.

Apply in between 21 degrees
Celsius / 70 degrees Fahrenheit
and 25 degrees Celsius / 77
degrees Fahrenheit for best
results.

Minimize dust and debris by
closing windows and switching off
fans and air conditioning.

We recommend using non-shed
rollers for easy application of the
Topcoat. Make sure to de-shed it
by rolling it on painters’ / masking
tape to remove loose hairs.

When sanding imperfections out
of the surface, use 240 grit or finer
sanding pads.

Ensure the surface is clean and
free from dust, debris, liquids, or
oil.

Apply Topcoat within 24 hours of
applying the epoxy, or the surface
will need sanding. If epoxy was
applied in cold temperatures, you
can wait 48 hours



Headquarters
3 Ang Mo Kio Street 62, Link@AMK, #01-28,
Singapore 569139

Phone: (+65) 8788 6565 / (+65) 6902 3188

Fax: (+65) 6983 4388

Support@mesgshop.com

www.mesgshop.com


